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Set inside a distinctive red brick Edwardian conversion, the bustling cafes, shops and restaurants of Seven Dials and Western Road
are within easy reach, along with both Brighton and Hove mainline train stations. Renovated throughout to an impressively high
standard, the interior of this elegant home balances contemporary interior design with period features such as the sash bay
windows, wood floors and distinguished fireplaces. The warm tones of the original wood floor flow throughout the majority of this
home and, together with the tall ceilings, neutral colour scheme and wealth of natural light, create a calm and relaxing space.

Throughout this beautiful first floor flat sleek contemporary design features have been incorporated seamlessly with creativity and
imagination alongside a wealth of period detail. A fully sound proofed engineered solid pine floor, imported from Denmark stretches
out throughout this home and together with high ceilings, white walls and white wooden blinds create a bright, yet relaxing space.
Its orientation gives it optimal natural light throughout the day as the morning sun floods the bedrooms while direct sunlight
reaches the rest of the rooms throughout the day.

With Dyke Road Park, St Ann's Well Gardens and Hove Park all within walking distance, residents of Cissbury Road have a host of
green open spaces to choose from. The bustling shops, bars and restaurants of Seven Dials are only a short walk from your door,
while nearer to home Lyndhurst Road, Montefiore Road and Davigdor Road offer additional local shops and cafes.

A short drive or leisurely stroll straight down Holland Road brings you out to the bustling café culture of Hove and on to seafront
and promenade, making it easy to enjoy a day relaxing on the beach. Offering convenient mainline commuter links to London and
Gatwick, Hove and Brighton train stations are both under a mile away.
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